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Seminar
 Welcome Prof. Hannes
 Short history into photovoice Prof. Vasconcellos
 Worked examples from social sciences Prof. Hannes
 Rethinking the balance between 
narratives and images Prof. Siegesmund
 Applying a visual analytical lens to PAR Prof. Hannes
 Your own picture… Participants (with Karin)
 Photovoice from an artist-researcher and Prof. Vasconcellos/
art education perspective Siegesmund
 Emergent issues in photovoice research
open discussion Participants (with Richard)
Sonia Vasconcellos
Short history into photovoice
PAULO FREIRE (1921-1997)
PAULO FREIRE (1921-1997)
- Philosopher of Education 
- He created an innovative 
experience with Adult 
Literacy (Popular 
Education) focused on 
Education and also for the 
formation of Political 
Awareness
PAULO FREIRE (1921-1997)
Author of Pedagogy 
of the Oppressed
and many other 
books
Education as 
the Practice of 
Freedom 
(1967)
Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed,
(1970 USA,
1974 Brazil)
Cultural Action 
for Freedom 
and other 
writings (1976)
Pedagogy of 
Hope. Reliving 
Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed 
(1992)
The Freire’s method used images
(drawings and photographs)
to represent different situations.
It was a way to encourage poor and
illiterate people to talk about nature, culture,
their daily life and their situation at the world of work.


PAULO FREIRE (1921-1997)
He believed that education is a political 
act that cannot be divorced from the 
pedagogy
“Photovoice takes this concept one step 
further so that images of the community 
are made by the people themselves”
(Wang; Burris, 1997)
Karin Hannes
Worked examples from social sciences
Adjustment among Asian 
and South-American international students in the Flemish community of 
Belgium: A series of photovoice projects
• Adjustment: working toward a fit to the person and the new 
environment (Anderson, 1994)
• The adjustment of international students is especially
challenging!
• And even more in an environment where English is not the
dominant language. 
Objectives and research questions
 Objective: to gain an understanding of the academic, 
psychological and socio-cultural adjustment processes 
of international students, building on their lived 
experience.
 Research questions:
 How do international students experience student life in 
Flanders?
 What aspects do they consider challenging, both from a 
positive and negative point of view, in trying to acclimate 
in a foreign environment?
take photos
Discuss these 
photos
Method: photovoice
Method
 Sample: five Asian and five South-American 
international students
 Setting: KU Leuven
 Information session (including an ethics session)
 Data collection: 
 First study (Asians) Two rounds of photo 
taking, and two focus group discussions
 Second study (South-A.) One round of photo 
taking and one individual interview
 Data analysis: 
 First study: thematic analysis approach
 Second study: thematic AND visual analysis 
approach (Richard’s analytical lens)
Sex Country Age Program Department
1 male Taiwan 24 Master, full-time Department of Social
Sciences
2 male China 25 Master, full-time Department of Bioscience
Engineering
3 female Japan 23 Exchange, full-time Department of Arts
4 female China 24 Master, full-time Department of Social
Sciences
5 female Vietnam 27 Master, full-time Department of Psychology
and Educational Sciences
Sex Country Age Program Department
1 female Brazil 21 Master,
courses,
internship
Pharmaceutical
sciences
2 female Equador 35 PhD student Educational sciences
3 male Peru 27 Master Business and 
economics
4 male Brazil 23 Master,
courses
internship
Chemical engineering
5 f male Brazil 33 M ster,
internship
Bio engi eering
The ASIAN 
study
FINDINGS ASIAN STUDY
“LUCKILY I AM NOT A BELGIAN, BUT 
IT IS A GOOD THING, AND WE NEED 
TO SHARE SOMETHING WITH GIRLS” 
(PARTICIPANT 2).
”IT IS HARD TO FIND THE MOST 
SUITABLE RESOURCES. I AM AFRAID 
IF I READ THIS ONE, I MIGHT MISS A 
LOT OF OTHERS” (PARTICIPANT 5).
The ASIAN 
study
FINDINGS ASIAN & SOUTH AMERICAN STUDY
Fig. 29 Kids can do dangerous things here
and their parents will just say it is okay
Source: photograph of Participant 4
What we learned 
 The challenges faced by international students 
bring a certain learning potential and re-
appreciation and awareness of their own 
culture and push students in a reflective modus. 
 This was concluded from their narratives. 
How a critical stance can change a method
• Focusing on the qualities of the visuals may bring 
additional insights and generate new types of data.
• In general, the analytical lens in photo voice projects 
focuses on narratives about images, using images as a 
trigger to speak and a supporting tool in the end report.
• What if we would change this and emphasize the role of 
the picture?
Western thought insists that thinking is in symbolic 
thoughts, words and numbers (Siegesmund, 2015; 
Hannes & Coemans, 2016)…
How a critical stance can change a method
• In general, the analytical lens in photo voice projects 
focuses on narratives about images, using images as a 
trigger to speak and a supporting tool in the end report.
• What if we would change this and emphasize the role of 
the picture?
But we can disturb the current notion of photo-
elicitated research by focussing on the qualities of 
pictures themselves as the main information 
carrier.
Objectives and research questions
rephrased
 Objective: to gain an understanding of the academic and socio-cultural 
adjustment processes of international students, building on their lived 
experience.
 Research questions:
 How do international students experience student life in Flanders?
 What aspects do they consider challenging, both from a positive and 
negative point of view, in trying to academically and socio-culturally 
acclimate in a foreign environment?
 How do these experiences reveal themselves in the visual material 
collected in this study?
Richard Siegesmund
Rethinking the balance between narratives and images
Rethinking the balance between 
narratives and images
 Why do some images crossover between social 
science and art?
 The images function as research (sociology, 
education, communication, anthropology, and 
political science) and art (collected privately and 
exhibited in museums)?
Lewis Hine (1874-1940)
 American Sociologist
 Argued for laws to 
prohibit child labor in 
factories
 Took pictures, because 
words were not 
convincing.
Lewis Hine (1874-1940) sociologist
Sebastião Salgado (1944 -) 
 Brazilian 
Photojournalist
 social documentary 
photography 
Sebastião Salgado (1944 -) 
photojournalist
Making Sense of an Image: 
Pragmatic qualitative visual inquiry
John Dewey 1859-1952   Elliot Eisner  1933-2014
Thinking in Qualitative Relationships Forms of Representations
Making Sense of an Image: How do we 
consciously or intuitively compose images?
 Line
 Value
 Shape
 Form
 Space
 Color
 Texture
 Balance
 Movement
 Pattern
 Rhythm
 Contrast
 Emphasis
 Unity
Elements of Art Principles of Design
Space
Contrast
Emphasis
Rhythm
Balance/Movement
Pattern
Rhythm
Describe what 
you see
What do 
you see?
What 
makes 
you say 
that?
What 
more can 
you see?
How do we consciously or intuitively 
compose images?
 Line
 Value
 Shape
 Form
 Space
 Color
 Texture
 Balance
 Movement
 Pattern
 Rhythm
 Contrast
 Emphasis
 Unity
Elements of Art Principles of Design
Karin Hannes
Applying a visual lens to social research
Objectives and research questions
rephrased
 Objective: to gain an understanding of the academic and 
socio-cultural adjustment processes of international students, 
building on their lived experience.
 Research questions:
 How do international students experience student life in 
Flanders?
 What aspects do they consider challenging, both from a 
positive and negative point of view, in trying to academically 
and socio-culturally acclimate in a foreign environment?
 How do these experiences reveal themselves in the visual 
material collected in this study?
Method of data collection and –analysis 
Rephrased
 Data collection: individual interview guiding questions (Asian study)
Initially: Content layer:
a) What is the meaning of the whole picture?: What does it represent? Does it have a 
strong message? What message do you want to tell me?
b) What is the story that the picture wants to tell?: What is the point of this picture? Which 
visual details or symbols are helping to tell the story? What message you want to tell 
me? Which element of the picture is referring to which meaning?
c) What is the (bigger) context? 
Method of data collection and –analysis 
Rephrased
 Data collection: individual interview guiding questions (South-American study)
 Additional Quality layer (try-out):
 What is the character of the picture?: Is it a professional portrait? Was it taken after a preparation of was it taken spontaneously? Are 
there persons or objects deliberately posing?
 What is the perspective? Is the subject taken from a close-up or from a distance? Is the subject the most important part of the picture or if 
there something else more dominating?
 What are the contrasts and contexts? Is the background supporting, neutral or hostile if you see the position to the subject? Is it more a 
sphere of conflict or harmony?
 Is there any manipulation in terms of color or shapes positioned? Are there for example persons or objects that are positioned with as 
cause that they are placed in a good or bad daylight?
 A repeating of the manipulation: If the point of view of the camera would have been different, would that have changed the actual event 
or its meaning according to you? How much of your interpretation manifests itself through the way the picture has been taken?...
“LUCKILY I AM NOT A BELGIAN, BUT 
IT IS A GOOD THING, AND WE NEED 
TO SHARE SOMETHING WITH GIRLS” 
(PARTICIPANT 2).
”IT IS HARD TO FIND THE MOST 
SUITABLE RESOURCES. I AM AFRAID 
IF I READ THIS ONE, I MIGHT MISS A 
LOT OF OTHERS” (PARTICIPANT 5).
The ASIAN 
study
FINDINGS ASIAN STUDY
Findings rephrased
Compositio-nal 
measure
How to read them? (Weber, 1980; Naval Education and Program Development Centre, 1982; 
Dewey, 2005; Siegesmund, 2015)
Lines Provide structure to an image, relate different elements to each other, express different aesthetic elements: 
horizontal=tranquillity, vertical=force & vitality, diagonal=movement,…
Shapes (2D) and 
forms(3D)
Circle=protective, unity; patterns create rhythm, illustrate a certain mood, may insinuate depth.
Colours Red=warmth & strength, blue= cold, light tones=fragility, dark tones=seriousness & mystery.
Space and format Bring depth and coherence in terms of back-, middle- & foreground. The format of a picture (square/vertical, 
horizontally positioned).
Movement/
Perspective/ Zoom
Movement: where the eye falls on. The perspective: frog, bird (dislocation), eye-level. Zoom: long-, medium- close-up 
shots.
Contrast Differences in tones (black and white), colour contrast that influences the mood of a picture, the choice of light (back, 
front, side / soft or hard making objects look flat or detailed)
Balance Symmetrical or asymmetrical positions of images, isolation or immersion (with isolation giving a subject or object more 
importance)
The SOUTH-
AMERICAN 
study
Findings rephrased
 Ex. Psychological challenges: processes in behaviour 
and mind-set; distress related to different values and 
adapting to them.
Fig. 29 Kids can do dangerous things here and their
parents will just say it is okay
Source: photograph of Participant 4
Obstacles. 
Flemish Parents were seen as too tolerant towards their children’s 
behaviour, in this case the parents gave too much freedom (Fig. 29, Box 
6). This interpretation of the parenting style in Belgium is understood from 
the child rearing perspectives in South America. This is characterised with 
horizontal collectivism and frequently practiced as physical discipline and 
strictness (Chang & Liou, 2009; Gouveia, Guerra, Martinez, & Paterna, 
2004). Partly, the different cultural values can be linked to the difference 
in collectivism and individualism.
Findings rephrased
 Ex. Psychological challenges: processes in behaviour and mind-set; distress related to different 
values and adapting to them.
Fig. 29 Kids can do dangerous things here and their
parents will just say it is okay
Source: photograph of Participant 4
. 
Box 6 Fig. 29 Kids can do dangerous things here and their parents will just say it is okay
Perspective With a bird’s eye perspective the subjects seem smaller. This perspective is often used with the intention to create a feeling of
disdain (Weber, 1980). In the image above the participant pictures the children from a bird-perspective (Weber, 1980).
Based on the interview it is known that the participant is looking down on the situation, he disapproves the dangerous games
of the children on the wall. The perspective chosen strengthens this.
Lines In the picture above the viewer sees a lot of movement in the children. The diagonal lines of the wall are creating a triangle,
in which the focal point is situated: the children. Moreover, the upper line of the wall seems to not end through; the wall
appears higher (more dangerous).
Contrast When the sun is shining from the side, it is called a side lighting (Weber, 1980). This way of photographing stresses depth
and movement (Weber). In the picture above the shadows of the children are telling that it is a picture with side lighting.
Because of the side-lighting, the action of the children is underlined. It makes the picture, but specifically the activity of the
children more powerful.
 Ex. Socio-cultural challenges: Complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 
member of society, including situations where people interact with each other.
Fig. 5 Bureaucracy
Source: photograph of Participant 1
“I think I cannot capture a picture the dominating exactly, because I had all this headaches and stuff. […] And all the humiliation and embarrassment and the situation that comes with
it.”
Obstacles. Two things were recognized as an obstacle for the disadvantages of the 
bureaucratic complexity. Firstly, the communication was perceived as more impersonal: more 
work had to be done on computers and by papers which was a challenge, particularly for 
Participant 2: “But when I came here to Belgium, KU Leuven, I found that everything is to 
computer. So you don’t see faces. You are not talking to people, you are talking to 
computers” (Fig. 4)
Secondly, the administration was very difficult. One struggled with the fact that they were 
sent from one office to another several times, without getting answers (Fig. 5, Box 3). 
Additionally, not being able to work well with a computer, could be an obstacle to gather 
necessary information (2 out of 5).
Findings rephrased
 Ex. Socio-cultural challenges: Complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 
member of society, including situations where people interact with each other.
Fig. 5 Bureaucracy
Source: photograph of Participant 1
“I think I cannot capture a picture the dominating exactly, because I had all this headaches and stuff. […] And all the humiliation and embarrassment and the situation that comes with it.”
Box 3 Fig. 5 Bureaucracy
Perspective A high angle shot or bird’s eye view is reached when the photo is taken from an elevated perspective and the perspective is downwards
(Weber, 1980). This perspective is often used to diminish the subject (Monaco, 2000). The diminishing of the subject can be reflected in feelings
of arrogance, dominance and disliking something.
We are looking down on the floor: the floor fills around 75% of the picture. It reflects that the participant is despising this place.
Zoom The picture here is a long shot because it is an overall appearance and an introduction to a certain space (Naval Education and Training
Program Development Center, 1982). The participant could have chosen for a close-up with only one empty chair. By choosing for a long shot,
one can interpret that she wants to stress the distance between her and the subject.
Lines A pattern is frequently used as a secondary subject to bind different parts into one (Dewey, 2005), but it can also be used as primary subject.
When used as a primary subject, it can stress something (Naval Education and Training Program Development Center). The pattern of empty
office chairs is stressing the emptiness. Nobody seems present to help.
Findings rephrased
What we have learned
Research question
How do these experiences reveal themselves in the visual material 
collected in this study?
Data collection:
Instead of focusing on the narrative that accompanied the pictures, we actively probed 
participants on the ‘qualities’ of their pictures. To our knowledge, this approach to 
questioning is a novelty in a project assessing experiences of participants. When we look 
at the transcriptions, the reactions and answers of the participants varied. Some got 
uncomfortable with these questions.
What we have learned
Research question
How do these experiences reveal themselves in the visual material 
collected in this study?
Data collection:
Instead of focusing on the narrative that accompanied the pictures, we actively probed participants on the ‘qualities’ of 
their pictures. To our knowledge, this approach to questioning is a novelty in a project assessing experiences of participants. 
When we look at the transcriptions, the reactions and answers of the participants varied. Some got uncomfortable with 
these questions.
Two hypotheses for the ones who struggled with the questions:
(1) They did not master the English enough to talk about these aspects and to fully understand the 
questions, 
(2) We do not teach people to think in terms of qualities, neither do we talk about them in daily life. 
What we have learned
Research question
How do these experiences reveal themselves in the visual material 
collected in this study?
Data analysis:
The most interesting pattern in the try-out phase that emotions are amplified or 
magnified in the way the images are displayed. When we interpreted images in terms of 
their qualities, we came closer to emotional experiences of participants. It provided us 
with more in-depth information about how they felt. 
This is in line with Dewey’s (2005) theoretical statements in which he interprets aesthetic 
qualities as ‘something emotional’.  We notice that emotions cannot be, in any sense, 
something private or something that can be separated from an object or subject we are 
connected to. 
General recommendations
 Teach what you preach: 
There is a need for art education (Aspin 2000; Fiske, 1999) in the broad area of humanities. Aesthetic 
involvement ‘involves’ a different “learning language and strategic thinking” (Heath, 2004, p. 338). This 
would better prepare a future generation of students and researchers to interpret visual data.
 Are images complementary rather than supporting?
The meaning of the picture seems to follow the form and the content in this photovoice research project: 
story and qualities of the pictures can both give valuable information. 
Based on our small scale experiment we doubt that pictures would tell us enough about the 
phenomenon without any storyline, but they certainly have the potential to generate more and 
different information.
Participants (with Karin)
Your picture!
Sonia Vasconcellos
Richard Siegesmund
Photo voice from an artist and art education 
researcher perspective
Prof. Dr. Sonia Vasconcellos (UNESPAR/BR)
IMAGES
PICTURES
PHOTOVOICES
IMAGES/ PICTURES/ PHOTOVOICES
• What we see in the images?
• What the images tell us?
• We just consume images or we read in fact beyond recognition?
IMAGES/ PICTURES/ PHOTOVOICES
Researchers sensitive to use images in investigation had been 
created methodological strategies and breaking borders.
In Photo Voice practices, the photograph is the methodology 
that gives the view object of research, proposing other ways of 
viewing the complexity.
IMAGES/ PICTURES/ PHOTOVOICES
Descriptions, Questions, Arguments, Hypotheses
determine choices, selections, arrangements,
in the search for conceptual clarity (Martins, 2016).
Meetings Caught
Photo-essay
on research

RITA DEMARCHI (São Paulo, BR)
Doctoral Research (2015)
Rita Demarchi is a professor at the Institute of Education in São 
Paulo. In her Doctoral Research she enters in some spaces of art 
exhibitions to see who are seeing and makes photos about that. 
“It is not a matter of mere illustration of concepts, but to produce 
original narratives in order to deepen in a sensitive and reflective 
way a territory so complex and subjective as the experiences of 
encounter with the art of the subject in museums and exhibitions”
(Demarchi, 2015)






SOLUÁ CARNEIRO (Curitiba, BR)
Undergraduation research (2014)
Soluá Carneiro studies Visual Art Education at the 
College of Arts. With a visual and musical poetics, her 
video titled Visual impressions of a path is a personal 
look and also an invitation to a stroll through the streets 
of her city, full of colors, forms, movements, textures 
and free artistic expression.

SOLUÁ CARNEIRO (Curitiba, BR)
Undergraduation research (2014)
Her video records the urban art and pictorial images of the historic 
San Francisco neighborhood, in Curitiba (Paraná, Brazil). Soluá had 
done in stop motion and consists of 713 individual photos, without 
any cropping or editing.
SOLUÁ CARNEIRO (Curitiba, BR)
Undergraduation research (2014)
https://vimeo.com/118496471
ARTISTRY: is this Photovoice?
 Jim Goldberg 
 American Photographer 
(1953- )
 Major Project
 The Nursing Home Series 
(1988)
 Raised by Wolves (1997)
 Open See (2009)
Jim Goldberg: Photographer
Major Awards
2011 Deutsche Börse Photography Prize 
2007 HCB Award, Foundation Henri 
Cartier-Bresson 
1997 Wallace A. Gerbode Foundation 
Grant 
1995 Ernst Haas Award for Photography 
Book of the Year 
1992 Glen Eagles Foundation Grant 
1990, 1989, 1980 National Endowment for 
the Arts Fellowship in Photography 
1985 John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship 
Selected Museum Collections
 Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los 
Angeles, CA 
 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 Museum fur Gestaltung, Zurich, 
Switzerland 
 The Museum of Modern Art, New York
 J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA 
 The San Francisco Museum of Modern 
Art, San Francisco, CA 
 Smithsonian American Art Museum, 
Washington D.C. 
 Whitney Museum of Art, New York, NY 
The Nursing Home Series 1988
Quality of Life for the Elderly
Raised by Wolves 1997
Run-away teenagers in California
OPEN SEE  2009
Refugees from violence in Europe
Participants (with Richard)
Open discussion on emerging issues in photo voice research
